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ABSTRACT

Energy efficiency and security is the major problems identified in wireless sensor networks. This work introduces the Secured Cooperative communication protocol in wireless sensor networks for establishment of cooperative clusters during transmission of data in a collective way. In the cooperation process using cooperative transmission protocol, recruitment policy helps the nodes to co-operate each other. Cluster head on one node thick path recruit neighbouring nodes to assist in communication. Proposed method aimed to build security between the intermediate cluster nodes and also minimize the overall energy consumption and increase the transmission reliability of packet delivery between a source and a sink in an unreliable wireless network by giving some level of cooperation among them. Cooperative Transmission Protocol that uses any wireless networks communications between any source node and sink node can be with optimal energy and not compromising with the reliability of transmission to decrease packet loss. In order to bring the security among the nodes inside the cluster the method called Rijndael algorithm is used as an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). AES provides flexibility and security between the systems when compared with other cryptographic algorithms. To enhance efficiency of sensors, the existing algorithm found inefficient. Hence with all accounting of the existing systems, this work concentrates on reducing energy consumption by selecting only few/optimal node and also maintains a data cache until an acknowledgement is received from receiving cluster head upon successful transmission.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks nodes have limited energy resources and consequently protocols designed for sensor networks should be energy-efficient. In emerged technology that allows energy saving is cooperative transmission. In cooperative transmission, the multiple nodes simultaneously receive the data, decode and retransmit data packets. In this paper, we are trying find new methodology in cooperative communication model with multiple nodes on both ends of a hop and with every data packet being transmitted only once per hop. Fuzzy Logic Based Security Level Routing Protocol (FLSL) algorithm is also imposed to build the security among the cluster. This model of cooperative transmission, every node on the path from the source node to the sink node decided as a cluster head (CH), with the task of recruiting other nodes in its neighborhood in secured method and coordinating their transmissions. Accordingly, the classical route from a source node to a sink node is replaced with a multiple hop cooperative path, and the classical point-to-point communication is substituted with many-to-many cooperative communication. Along with this the path can then be defined as “having a width,” where the “width” of a path at a specified hop is estimated by the number of nodes on each end of a hop. For the example in Fig. 1(a), the width of each intermediate hop is 3. This “width” does not need to be uniform along a path. Each hop on this path illustrates communication from many geographically near nodes, called a sending
cluster, to another cluster of nodes, named a receiving cluster. The sensor nodes in each cluster cooperate in transmission of packets, which traverse along the path from one cluster to the next.

![Cooperative Transmission Protocol](image1)

Proposed model of cooperative transmission for a single hop is further showed in Fig. 2(a). Each and every node in the next receiving cluster receives from every node in the sending cluster. Sending nodes are synchronized and also power level of the received signal at a receiver node is the summation of all the signal powers arriving from all the sender nodes. This minimizes the likelihood of a packet being received in error. We assume that some procedure for error detection is included into the packet format, so a node/s that does not receive a packet properly will not transmit on the next hop in the path. And due to that it reduces the likelihood of a packet being received in error. Here we explain two major phases cooperative transmission protocol i.e. routing phase and “recruiting-and-transmitting” phase.

![Cooperative Reception Model](image2)

**A. Routing Phase:**
This stage find a “one-node-thick” route from the source to sink node which undergoes a thickening operation in “Recruit” and “Transmit” phase. Data regarding the energy required for transmission to neighboring nodes is calculated. This data later used for cluster establishment in the “Recruit-and-Transmit” phase for selecting nodes with lowest energy cost.
B. Recruiting and retransmitting phase:
In this stage, the nodes on the initial path will become cluster heads, which recruit additional neighbor nodes from their neighborhood. The inter-clusters distance(s) is significantly larger than the width between nodes in the same cluster because the (CH) recruit nodes from their next instant neighborhood. Recruiting is done dynamically and per packet as the packet starts traversing the path. The cluster head initialize the recruiting by the next node on the “one-node-thick” path. Once the recruitment is completed and the receiving cluster is formed, the packet is transmitted from the sending cluster to the newly formed receiving cluster. Recruiting and transmitting of data is done dynamically per hop, initialing from the source node and progressing, multi hop, as the packet moves according to the path to the sink node. The receiving bunch of the previous hop along the path becomes the sending bunch, when data packet is received by it and forms the new receiving cluster. The next node on the “one-node-thick” path will become the cluster head of the next receiving cluster. The receiving cluster is framed by the cluster head by recruiting neighbor nodes through exchange of short control packets such as RR, REC, GR, CL, CF. Then, the sending cluster head synchronizes its nodes, at which time the node transmit the information parcel to the nodes of the accepting cluster. Medium Access Control (MAC) is done in the “recruiting-and-transmitting” phase through interchanging of short control packets between the nodes on the “one-node-thick” path and their neighbor nodes. Operation of the “recruiting-and-transmitting” phase is demonstrated in the Fig 3(a) to Figure 3(f). Selection of (CH) can be done based on the position and energy computing of node where Base node broadcasts control packets and nodes within the optimal communication range of source node and located at appropriate position correspond to Base node. These nodes will face head for cluster head according to their own energy. Then the Cluster head broadcasts control packets to decide on cluster head for the next hop. Repeating above cycle till a complete route containing cluster head is formed and then cluster head performs the clustering. It executes the recruitment of cluster members according to the optimal position and residual energy of neighboring nodes.

In the Fig: 3 demonstrate the operation of the “recruiting-and-transmitting” stage. In the present hop, node-2 is the sender and (CH) cluster head and has a packet to be sent to node-5. Node-2 transmits the request-to-recruit (RR) packet to node-5 [Fig-3(a)], causing node-5 to initiate the formation of the receiving cluster, with node-5 as the (CH) cluster head. From the routing phase, node-5 already knows that the next-hop node is node-8. Where (node-5) broadcasts to its neighbors a recruit (REC) packet [Fig-3(b)]. The Recruit packet contains, the ID of the former (node -2), the ID of the next (node-8) and the maximum time to respond, denoted as T. Every node that receives the Recruit (REC) packet, which we call potential recruits (nodes 4 and 6), computes the summation of the link costs of the following two links like, a link from the sender cluster head to itself (the receiving link) and a connection from itself to the next node, such as the receiver cluster head or the sink node (the sending link). Here (node-4) calculates the sums of the energy costs of the links (2,4) and (4,8), while (node-6) calculates the sum of the energy costs of the links (2,6) and (6,8). A potential recruit do replies to the REC packet with a Grant (GR) packet that contains the calculated sum [Fig-3(c)]. The Grant (GR) packets reports the (CH) cluster head that the nodes are reachable to cooperate in receiving on the present hop as well as in sending on the next hop. After waiting time T and collecting a number of grants, the cluster head (node-5) selects m-1 cooperating nodes with the smallest reported cost to frame the receiving cluster of nodes.

If the cluster head node received less than m-1 grants, it shapes a smaller receiving cluster with all the node/s that transmits the grants to node-5, then sends a Clear (CL) packet [Fig- 3(d)] that consists of ID of the selected cooperating nodes (4 and 6). By receiving the CL packet from node-5, node-2 transmits a (CF) confirm packet to the nodes in its sending cluster (node 1 and 3) to coordinate their transmission of the data packet [Fig-4(e)]. The CF packet consists of the waiting time-to-send and the transmission power level Pt. The transmission power level is the total transmission power divided by the number of the node/s in the sending cluster. In the case of our example, the value of Pt is divided by 3 (nodes 1&3 are cooperatively in sends). After the waiting-time-to-send expires, sending cluster nodes 1–3 transmit the data packet to receiving cluster nodes 4–6 [Fig- 3(f)].

2. RELATED WORK

Wireless sensor networks had been used [1]suboptimal algorithm for finding minimal
energy for cooperative wireless network using channels and receivers to reduce the optimal energy usage protocol used for organization of these clusters and for cooperatively transmitting of data. The cooperative transmission link in wireless networks as a transmission cluster and a reception cluster. This protocol reduces the energy consumption based on the communication model, which considers only the communication but not the parameters of the nodes in the cooperative networks. The total energy consumption can be considerably reduced by adjusting the transmit power for intra-cluster and inter-cluster transmission were suboptimal algorithms for general networks and confirmed via simulations that even these suboptimal algorithms can achieve energy savings of close to 50% in a general network. By using optimizing method in cooperative communication the energy consumption has been reduced to further extend.

Another method used to estimate the performance of cooperative transmission between sender cluster node and receiver cluster node in the wireless sensor network. Optimization technique used cluster cooperative network for save energy. There is some method to propose Packet level data compression algorithm. Using this algorithm even better compression ratio has been accomplished and also found that deficiency in the symmetric key management for clustering the nodes for that problem they have found the solution with Identity Based Crypto Logical Approach (IBCLA).

3. METHODOLOGY

The proposed system consists of five phases like Cluster formation phase, Neighbor recruitment phase, Node selection phase, Cooperative Data Transmission phase, Cooperative Caching phase.

Cluster formation: In this cluster formation phase we discuss about how the cluster forms to communicate with another sensor. Cluster is made on the basis of the optimal path for the next transmission of the data. In order to form the cluster head in the cluster and also to build the security among the nodes in the cluster, we impose Authenticated Broadcast Mechanism where any node broadcast HELLO message inside the cluster, as soon as the node/s receive the HELLO message the node will response for the request. Here each node will maintain the data cache were counter will be recorded inside the cache, based on the maximum number of HELLO counts received by the any of the node, counter will be maintained in every node and will decided as the Cluster Head. Here the security methods are incorporated in the form of Cryptographic methods, as we mentioned above security is given to each and every node/s inside the cluster through some authentication process, while forming the cluster nodes inside the cluster will be having common shared key, if any kind of message is broadcasted in encrypted form by any sender node, the receiver nodes has to decrypt with the shared key, if not the sender node is considered as an Anti-node/s. Nodes are...
verified and Authenticated using methodologies called Hash Function and Message Authentication Code (MAC).

**Neighbor recruitment:** Before the neighbor recruitment happens, the source sensor node or the secured node interact with the COM-port, the data packets will be encrypted with the encryption algorithm called Rijndael algorithm as an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), were this algorithm creates new symmetric block cipher that reinforce the key size in the huge bits where an attack is not practical. During neighbor recruitment phase for encrypted data packet transmission, nodes starts communication with all the neighboring nodes by sending the request packet to neighbors and CH to Recruit the nodes with Recruit packets. We say by sending the request from the secure node to the neighbor CH it tends to send the Recruit packet and each nodes give the Grant signal to Cluster head.

**Node selection:** Node selection is all about the recruiting forwarding nodes to forward data packet between clusters and from source node to base station. While recruiting the node’s battery residual energy is also vigorously considered, then the CH selects only few nodes among many available and nodes are listed based on their residual energy, then the selected nodes list confirms to requester.

**Data Transmission:** In data transmission phase, once after the source node receives CONFIRM packet from next hop CH, it gets information about all forwarding nodes. Source node then uses Selective Repeat Protocol and multicast encrypted data packet to all forwarding nodes along with next hop CH. Upon receiving data packet, the next hop CH performs Neighbor recruitment phase and Node selection phase step to recruit the next neighbor and select forwarders and continue forwarding the data packet towards the destination or base station. Among CH and non CH nodes in a cluster who is receiving data packet from previous cluster, initially only CH node involve in forwarding such data packet to next cluster and every non CH node will multicast to next cluster forwarder only if it has not received acknowledgment (ACK) packet from current CH node within some timeout.

**Cooperative Caching:** Each non CH node receiving data packet from previous cluster stores received data as cache and runs a timer waiting for ACK packet from current CH node. Upon receiving ACK from current CH node within timeout, each non CH node will clear data packet from cache.

**Algorithmic module (Rijndael Algorithm)**

Step-1: Convert plain text/cipher text to plain Bytes/cipher Byte.

Step-2: Set Rfc2898DeriveBytes with secret key and salt data.

Step-3: Create Rijndael Managed Object (RMO) with 32 Byte main key and 16 Byte Initialization Vector (IV) using RFC2898DeriveBytes.

Step-4: Create encryptor or decryptor using Rijndael Managed Object.

Step-5: Perform encryption or decryption of message using Crypto Stream (CS) object.

Step-6: Convert Plain Byte/cipher Byte back to plain Text/Cipher text.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this experimental set up selection of the nodes is done and an optimal path is being established
for the data transmission. In order to do this process, initially confirmation has to be done about the node/s are secured or not, to authenticate the nodes the procedure is explained in *(Cluster formation phase)* The cryptographic method helps in securing the nodes which is achieved in *(Neighbor recruitment phase)* and in the *Cooperative Data Transmission phase* the data is transmitted after the CH gets ACK from the receivers cluster and then starts sending the data to the next cluster, if CH fails to get ACK within the give time interval, non-CHs starts transmitting the data cooperatively. A small data cache memory is maintained in every node inside the cluster, because every node consist of sender’s address in the cache, as soon as the cooperative data transmission starts the node/s automatically clears the cache after the completion of process. The transmission of data at the single instant of time is reduced and the life of sensor is maintained and traffic congestion is avoided, but while the CH waits for ACK from receiver’s node the delay occurs and it can be neglected.

In the Fig: 5 it shows the simulation results on security among each and every node. The node is said to be secured only if it is authenticated. By incorporating cryptographic authentication process, while forming the cluster nodes inside the cluster will be having common shared key. Broadcasted message will be in encrypted form by any sender node, the receiver nodes has to decrypt with the shared key. If not the sender node is considered as an Anti-node/s and based on the behavior of the node/s so that the node is insecure.

Comparative study is achieved by estimating efficiency and throughput with the previous work (optimization technique) and cooperative communication. The reduction in failure rate and energy consumption translates into increased lifetime of cooperative sensor networks.

### 5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this work, we carried the methodology to build the security among the nodes using cryptographic method called *Rijndael algorithm*. It detects the anti-node and to avoid intrusion of non-essential signals from an anti-node which creates the extra traffic congestion while transmitting the data through cooperative communication.

This proposed work computes energy efficiency of the cooperative and direct transmission schemes in WSN, also studied and compared. In “recruiting-and-transmitting” phase, the cluster
on the initial path recruits only optimal nodes from their neighborhood hence form a secured cluster. The data cache is maintained in every node/s so the sender’s details will be recorded in the cache memory. The results show that our proposed cooperative transmission protocol reduces the energy consumption and failure rate and delay time in the data transmission phase with Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) format throughput is increased.

In future, the propagation delay can be estimated for the cooperative transmission in order to accomplish that work the activity of and behavior of the node has to be study.
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